Doge Family has been getting richer day by day and finally, they gave birth to Golden Doge!

Golden Doge studied how to benefit all its investors and invented a golden vault! He wants everyone to earn BNB every day by utilizing his gold vault altogether.
What is Golden Vault?

Golden Doge pays his long-term holders!

10% of all buy transaction and 3% of all sell transaction will be stored in the Golden Vault in BNB. Every 24 Hours GDOGE holders can claim BNB from the Golden Vault!

You are able to claim the same percent of the vault that you hold of the supply of Golden Doge: for example, if you hold 5% of the total supply of GDOGE you can claim 5% of the BNB in the Vault.

Whenever holders claim, the BNB pool will reduce, and thus your share will reduce as well. That’s why you should claim as soon as your cycle is ready.
**GOLDENOMICS**

**Total Supply**

100,000,000,000,000,000

- **5%** for airdrop for everyone in GDOGE community (Locked on DxSale.app)
- **95%** for presale & liquidity

**Liquidity Locked**

The entire liquidity is locked on Unicrypt.network for a year which provides safety to all GDOGE investors.

**Transaction Fee**

- **Buy:** 10% – to Golden Vault
- **Transaction between Wallets:** 10% – to Golden Vault
- **Any GDOGE or BNB sent to our Contract:** 100% – to Golden Vault
- **Sell:** 7% – for marketing and development expense
  3% – to Golden Vault
$GDOGE SWAP$

**GDOGE Swap** is our decentralized exchange platform that helps people easily swap any BEP20 token with GDOGE token.

It is backed by PancakeSwap, the biggest BEP20 DEX platform in the world. Buy more and hold GDOGE tokens to claim your reward every day.
HOW TO CLAIM MY BNB?

You can claim your BNB from the GDOGE golden vault after 24 hours you purchase the Golden Doge token. The Golden Vault gets filled with 10% of buy and 3% of sell transactions and the claimable amount is decided based on how much GDOGE token you hold in your wallet connected to our Golden Vault DApp.

For example, if 24 hours of the transaction amount is 2000 BNB, there will be 100BNB in the golden vault. If you have 1% of the GDOGE token in your wallet, you can claim 1 BNB per day.

Go to the Claim page on our website to open our Golden Vault DApp. Connect your wallet to the Golden Vault, and click the “Claim My BNB” button.

Please note that you must have a small amount of BNB in your wallet to cover the
1. **GOLDEN DOGE SWAP**

GDOGE Swap is our decentralized exchange platform that helps people easily swap any BEP20 token for GDOGE token.

It is backed by PancakeSwap, the biggest BEP20 DEX platform in the world. The more and the longer GDOGE token you hold, the more benefits you will get!

2. **GOLDEN DOGE SHOP**

At GDOGE Shop, we will be selling Golden Doge T-Shirts, mugs, and other staffs. We will add NFT marketplace as well in near future. You need to pay in cryptocurrency to buy items from GDOGE Shop.

3. **DEX TOOL**

To increase the utility of Golden Doge token, we are currently developing a DEX tool similar to poocoin.app or dextools.io.

The first version will only include the price chart and the order history but we will keep adding unique features.
4. LOTTERY SYSTEM

1. Anyone with GDOGE can participate the lottery.

2. Participants should buy a ticket worth of 20 Billion GDOGE to participate in the lottery. (Which is around $1). We will change this ticket price every time to make it more closer to $1.

3. We will wait for 24 hours for a round of lottery. Once 24 hours is passed, the jackpot will be closed.

4. We will pick one random wallet from the participants and announce the winner.

5. 50% of the jackpot will be sent to the winner for prize and the remaining 50% will be used for burning, Golden Vault filling or charity.

This way we can make our token deflationary and increase the daily income of our community as well.

This is just the starting point and we will improve this system as time goes by.
Phase 1
- Marketing Push to Spread Awareness
- Website Launch
- Code Audit
- 10,000 Telegram Members
- Meme Contest
- Airdrop #1

Phase 2
- Influencer Marketing Push
- Golden Doge Swap
- Listing on CoinGecko
- Listing on CoinMarketCap
- 50,000 Telegram Members
- 50,000 Holders
- Airdrop #2
Phase 3
- Influencer Marketing Push
- Listings on Major CEX
- Golden Doge Shop
- 80,000 Holders
- 80,000 Telegram Members
- Airdrop #3

Phase 4
- Tesla Giveaway to Promote Golden Doge at 100M Marketcap
- Golden Doge Everywhere
- Celebrity Marketing
- 100,000 Holders
- Airdrop #4
**Phase 5**
- Build a Cryptocurrency Museum in Singapore at 1B Marketcap
- 5kg 24K Gold Statue of Golden Doge Present to Museum
- 500,000 Holders
- Airdrop #5
THANK YOU

Join our GDOGE Family ❤️ to get the latest announcements and stay up to date.
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